EFFECTOF SPEEDOF MOVEMENTON TACTUALKINESTHETIC PERCEPTIONOF EXTENT
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The analysis of perception of extent in the visual modality has been
in terms of the delargely restrictedto a static, geometriccharacterization
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the retinal plane ("size-distance invariance hypothesis").1 In contrast,
analysis of perception of extent in the tactual-kinestheticmodality provides the basis for a dynamicanalysisof the relation between quality of
organismicactivity (e.g., speed of movement) involved in perception,and
object properties (e.g. size, extent) which are perceivedthrough such activity. It is assumedthat variationin quality of activity (e.g. fast vs. slow
rate of traversinga given physical extent) makes for a differencein perceived extent.
Such an analysiswas suggestedby Brown a long time ago in his classic
treatmentof perception of extension, where he attemptedto show that
temporal succession of muscular activity is an essential feature of
extensionality.2He suggested,without supportingdata, that the slower the
speed of traversingthe extent, the greaterthe extent appears.This serves
as the hypothesisfor the presentstudy.
Method. By means of a specially constructed apparatus, S's finger and outstretched arm was moved passively, at chest level, from left to right (right to left)
in a horizontal line over an extent of 40 cm. in his fronto-parallel plane. The
beginning and end points of this extent were fixed symmetrically with respect to
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S's objective median plane. In the course of traversing the total extent S's finger
touched an intermediate point ("center" marker), which divided the total extent
into two parts: extent of first phase (from beginning point to center marker); and
extent of second phase (from center marker to end point). The apparatus was
so arranged that the speed of each "phase" could be independently adjusted as
either slow or fast. The task for S consisted in establishing equality between the
first extent traversed at a particular speed (fast, slow) and the second extent traversed at the same or different speed.
Apparatus. The apparatus, schematized in Fig. 1, has a finger plate (A) which
moves from left to right (right to left) from a beginning point I (III) past an
intermediate point II to a terminal point III (I) along a horizontal distance of

40 cm. The finger plate was attachedto a lock nut carriage(B) which was free
to move along a threaded reversible screw (C), between two parallel guides. Motion was activated by a microswitch attached to the shoe of the finger holder.
Intermediate point II, which served both as a center marker and as a lever switch
to change speeds, was mounted on a track parallel to the line of motion of the
finger, and its position could be varied in small steps to change the relative extents
of the first and second phases of movement. The screw controlling speed of linear
motion was moved by a DC motor (D) (115 volts; 1/15th hp). The center marker
(II) could be set to shift from slow to fast speed, fast to slow speed, or to maintain movement at the same speed, slow, or fast. Two speeds of linear movement,
calibrated by motion picture photography, were employed, viz., a slow speed (4
cm./sec.) and a fast speed (5 cm./sec.).

During the experiment,S was blindfolded and his finger, placed on the
finger holder, was moved over the horizontal 40 cm. distance. At a particu-
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equal to, or longer than the second. Carewas taken to insure that S understood the instructionsby having him make a judgmenton a visual basisbefore blindfolding him for the actualtrials.At the beginningof a particular
trial, the first extent traversedwas small (large) comparedwith the second
extent. Following that trial, the differencein extent was reducedby 2 cm.
and the next was carriedout. This procedurewas continueduntil S shifted
his judgmentfrom shorter (longer) to longer (shorter) for three consecutive trials. Essentiallythen, a procedureinvolving a variationof the method of limits was employed. The Point of SubjectiveEquality (PSE) was
determinedfrom the transitionpoints between larger and equal, and between equaland smaller.
Two main test conditions were employed: speed-sequence(fast first
phase followed by slow secondphase; fast followed by fast; slow followed
by slow; and slow followed by fast); and direction of motion (finger
movementleft to right and right to left). In addition to these two main
conditions,a third, viz., size of initial extent, was introducedas part of the
psychophysicalproceduredescribedearlier: on half of the trials the judgments began with the first extent small (10 cm.) and second extent large
(30 cm.); on the other half of the trials the first extent was initially large
(30 cm.) and the second extent small (10 cm.).
A repeatedmeasurement,independentgroups design with 8 Ss (4 men;
4 women) in each of four methods-groups(speed-sequence:(a) fast-slow;
(b) fast-fast; (c) slow-slow; and (d) slow-fast was employed, making
a total of 32 Ss. All Ss were right-handed.Each S within a "speedsequence group" was tested under four conditions: direction of motion
(left to right; right to left) in combinationwith size of initial extent (first
extent "small"; first extent "large"). Within each "speed-sequence"
group, the order of the four conditions was systematicallyrandomizedas
in a 4 X 4 Latin square, with 2Ss, 1 man and 1 woman, in each sequence.
The measureemployedin the analysisconsistedof the physicaldistance
-computed from PSE-from the beginning point to the center marker
(apparentextent of first phase).
Results. Before consideringthe efficacyof the main experimentalvariable, the results were examined to determinewhether there were over-all
differencesdependingupon temporalorder (time-error). For this purpose,
the means for the "slow-slow" and "fast-fast" speed-sequencegroups
were examined. Since the measure employed is physical extent of first
phase (extent of second phase is the remainderof the 40 cm. distance),
lack of effect of temporalorderwould be reflectedin values approximating
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20 cm. Examinationof the findings for the "fast-fast"and "slow-slow"
speed-sequencegroups (21.16 cm. and 21.61 cm. respectively)shows that
in each instance, the physical extent for the first phase was made larger
than that for the second phase in orderto experiencethe total extent as divided into equal halves. When these mean values were evaluatedagainst
the hypothesis that the population mean is 20 cm., they were both
significant(p < 0.05). Thus, the physicalextent of the firstphasemust be
made significantlygreaterthan the physicalextent of the second phase in
order for the two extents to appearequal. Stated anotherway, when traversing a total extent of 40 cm. the first half appearssmallerthan the second half.
The test of the main hypothesisinvolves comparisonof the mean apparent extent for the "fast-slow"and "slow-fast"speed-sequencegroups. Independent of other factors, the hypothesiscalls for the first phase of the
"fast-slow"speed-sequencegroup to be greaterthan 20 cm.; and the first
phase of the "slow-fast"speed-sequencegroup to be smaller than 20 cm.
Since, as suggested above, temporal order has an over-all effect, this
differenceshould hold only in relative terms, i.e., for the measureemployed-physical extent of first phase-the "fast-slow" speed-sequence
group should yield a relativelylarger value than the "slow-fast"sequence
group. Analysis of variancerevealedthat the speed-sequencevariablewas
significant (F = 3.08, 3 and 24 df). The mean for the "fast-slow"group
(21.39 cm.) is significantlylarger than the mean for the "slow-fast"sequence group (19.97 cm.).3 A less conclusivesecondaryfinding pertained
to differencesdue to directionof arm movement.This bears on the problem of differencesin tactual-kinestheticextent resulting from movement
of the arm in contralateralor ipsilateralspace and should be controlledin
this type of experimentation.
Discussion. In keeping with Brown's observations,the major finding of
this study is that a physical extent traced at a given speed must be made
relativelylong in orderto appearequal to the same extent tracedat a slower speed. This finding has significanceinsofar as it augmentsthe varietyof
situationsin which an interrelationhas been demonstratedbetweentemporal features of stimulation and perceived spatial extent. Such space-time
interactions,first demonstratedby Benussi4and Gelb,5 and more recently
conducted
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involve successivepoint stimulation,and are of
by others,6characteristically
two types: the tau-phenomenon(the shorterthe physicaltime betweensuccessive spatially distributedflashes, the shorterthe perceived distance between them) and the kappa-phenomenon(the shorterthe physical extent
between successiveflashes, the shorter the apparenttime). In our study
analogousresultswere obtainedwith continuousmotion.7
Taken together, these findings of space-timeinteractionprovide a complexity which is outside the scope of traditionalaccountsof perceptionof
extent: On the one hand, the traditionalapproachhas employeda spatial
model in which perceivedextent is assumedto be based primarilyon the
retinal distributionof points of stimulationwith an assumedcorrespondence between proximal stimulus and perceptualexperience.The inadequacyof such a retinalmodel is particularlyevident in its inabilityto deal
with the space-timeinteraction,namely, the lack of functionalequivalence
between identical sets of spatial stimuli where temporal relations are
different. An alternativeway to handle the space-timeproblem-and to
retain nonetheless the notion of one-to-one relation between proximal
stimulusand perception-would be to redefinethe natureof the proximal
stimulusas a "spatio-temporalentity." However, this alone is not satisfactory since it raises the theoreticalissue of how a single proximalstimulus
(a spatio-temporalentity) may function alternativelyas either the occasion
for perceptionof a spatial propertyor as the occasionfor perceptionof
a temporalproperty.
In our own view, perceptionof extent is mediated by common organismic processeswhich provide the basis for the interactionof spatial and
temporalcharacteristics.While we cannot as yet clearly define the nature
of this common process,the present study, taken together with others on
space-timeinteraction,indicatesthat this processmust be conceivedbroadly
Versuche auf dem Gebiete der Zeit-und Raumanschaung, Bericht uber der VI.
fur Experimentelle Psychologie, 1914, 36-42.
Kongress
6
Harry Helson, The tau effect.-An example of psychological relativity, Science,
71, 1930, 536-537; Harry Helson and S. M. King, The tau effect: An example of
psychological relativity, J. exp. Psychol., 14, 1931, 202-217; P. E. Comalli, Jr., The
effect of time on distance perception, Unpublished Master's thesis, Clark University,
1951; John Cohen, C. E. M. Hansel, and J. D. Sylvester, A new phenomenon in time
judgment, Nature, 172, 1953, 901; Cohen, Hansel, and Sylvester, op. cit., Interdependence of temporal and auditory judgments, Nature, 174, 1954, 642-646; Cohen,
Hansel, and Sylvester, op. cit., Interdependence in judgments of space, time and movement, Acta Psychologica, 11, 1955, 360-372; D. R. Price-Williams, The Kappa
Effect, Nature, 173, 1954, 363-364. Some of these and other studies are presented in
Paul Fraisse, The Psychology of Time, 1963, 136-137.
7It should be mentioned that continuous movement-effects were also found by
G. S. Hall and H. H. Donaldson, Motor sensations on the skin, Mind, 1885, 557-572.
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enough to allow for the possibilityof interactionsinvolving both successive
point stimulationand continuousmovement.8
SUMMARY
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8
Since analogous effects have been demonstrated for distances measured in miles
and for times measured in hours by John Cohen and Peter Cooper, New phenomena
in apparent duration, distance and speed, Nature, 196, 1962, 1233-1234, it would
be ideal if the conceptualization could encompass this added dimension of diversity.

